Trends in Personality Disorder Diagnosis in Hospitalized Patients: Analysis of a Ten-Year Time Series
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Abstract

Objectives: The aim of this study is to analyze the evolution of diagnoses of personality disorders and their subtypes.

Method: We studied the total population of patients diagnosed with personality disorder (PD) and admitted to acute psychiatric units in all general hospitals, a total of 19 hospitals in Andalusia (south Spain), between 1995 and 2004. The Andalusian Public Healthcare System provides services to universal coverage, so our results are representative of general population.

Results: We analyzed the use of each diagnosis in the clinical practice and discussed the observed change in their trends. During this period, there was an increase in borderline, narcissistic, avoidant and dependent PDs, while antisocial, schizoid, obsessive-compulsive and non-specific PDs remained stable and there was a decline in the numbers of histrionic, paranoid and schizotypal PDs.

Conclusion: We developed a statistical model reflecting the use of PD diagnoses in a clinical setting, a model that could be used to classify such diagnoses in the future.
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Introduction

Personality disorders (PDs) are permanent, inflexible patterns of inner experience and behavior that deviates markedly from the expectations of the individual's culture. They begin in adolescence or early adulthood, remain stable over time and produce discomfort or prejudice to the subject [1].

These features, according to the International Classification of Diseases (ICD) [2], represent extreme or at least significant deviations from the way in which the normal individual within a culture perceives, thinks and feels and, above all, relates to others, or are evidently distinct from cultural expectations, as detailed in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5) [1]. Under the latter classification, the deviation should be present in more than one of the following areas: cognitive, affective, impulse control, the need for gratification and relations with other persons.

PDs include lasting, deeply-rooted forms of behavior, which are manifested as stable patterns of response to a broad spectrum of individual and social situations, and encompass diverse aspects of psychological and behavioural functions. They are often accompanied by varying degrees of subjective stress and difficulties in social adjustment [3,4].

Our aim in this study is to analyze the use of PD diagnoses in clinical practice and to discuss the changing trends observed. An analytical time-series study based on a 10-year linear regression was conducted to identify trends in the diagnostic use of PDs and their subtypes in a hospitalized population, and to reflect the changing use of international classifications during the study period.

This analysis is necessary to understand the trends of these disorders, so after we can implement strategies in their approach to the treatment.

This study highlights the real use made of each diagnosis in a large population, and reflects the validity of each construct applied.

Methods

Study area and population

We analyzed the change in diagnoses of PD and their subtypes in inpatients. Over a 10-year period. To do so, we studied the total population of patients diagnosed with PD and admitted to acute psychiatric units in general hospitals in Andalusia (southern Spain) between 1995 and 2004. The Andalusian Public Healthcare System provides services to universal coverage. Coverage was universal for residents in the territory in their right of access to universal health care by the recent Law 33/2011, General Public Health. Health services in Andalusia are free provision at the time of access, and are financed by general taxation.

In 2004, according to the Andalusian Institute of Statistics, the...
region had a population of 7,975,672 inhabitants. Mental health care is provided by the Andalusian Health Service (SAS), a public healthcare agency that has 19 acute inpatient mental health units, which provide specialized services for both short and long-term hospitalization.

The data used for the analysis were extracted from the Minimum Basic Data Set (MBDS) for Andalusia. This is a hospital information collection system which includes a set of variables obtained when the patient is discharged, and are of an administrative, clinical and demographic nature. The MBDS is fully deployed in all hospitals in Andalusia, and has provided very reliable data since 1995. Therefore, the present study examines the period from the latter year until 2004, when information collection and purging was complete. Our research group requested the SAS Central Services to centralize the information obtained from all participating hospitals. The information thus compiled constituted a database of 99,444 individuals. The MBDS contains valuable information for understanding the health situation of a population, as well as collecting the usual demographic data (age, sex, place of residence), records the diagnosis that motivated admission (main diagnosis) factors risk comorbidities and complications that the patient during hospitalization (secondary diagnoses), some relevant diagnostic techniques and therapeutic interventions, (procedures). Finally, the MBDS comprises the date of admission and discharge of patients and their income circumstances (urgent, scheduled) and the fact that patient discharge (discharge to home, death, transfer to another hospital, etc...).

The inclusion criteria was to have a personality disorder diagnosis in the period.

The study protocol was approved by the ethic committee of Health Delegation Malaga.

Statistical Analyses

Time series analyses are widely used in with respect to economic statistics, but are not so common in epidemiology and medicine [5,6]. For the time series in question, we developed a linear regression model to predict the trends in percentage of hospitalized patients during the time sequence (1995-2004, 10 years).

The dependent variable was percentage of inpatients with a diagnosis of personality disorder, and the independent variable in the model of time series was time measured in years.

The shape of the relationships between the independent and dependent variables was visually evaluated using locally weighted scatterplot smoothing (LOWESS), a nonparametric local regression method. Diagnosis of the models was performed in order to ensure the goodness of fit and the fulfillment of implementation conditions. Generalized standard-error inflation factors were used to verify the absence of colinearity between independent variables, while homoscedasticity was tested by plotting residual against fitted values. The linearity of quantitative independent variables was checked with partial regression plots, and the normality of errors was verified by normal QQ plots with 95% confidence intervals.

Results

Figure 1 shows the time series model obtained from our analysis of 10 years of hospital admissions by patients with at least one diagnosis of PD. This model illustrates the growth in cases of PD with respect to total diagnoses. The trend is a rising one (x=0.86), and this linear model is statistically significant (R=0.918, p=0.000).

The estimated growth of each subtype of PD diagnosis is classified as shown in Table 1, assuming the constant of the trend line is positive, equal to 0 (no growth, no statistical significance) or negative.

Discussion

Our analysis reveals an increase in borderline, narcissistic, avoidant and dependent PDs in the study area. Patients diagnosed with borderline PD, hospitalized and treated in acute units, are associated with the occurrence of major adverse effects, including suicide, real or attempted, and the camouflaging of risk behavior. This outcome could be explained by low diagnostic sensitivity to this PD subtype, as reported elsewhere [7]. Our results are similar to other epidemiologic studies in hospital settings [8]. They concluded with their prevalence that borderline PD is associated with more frequent admissions and numerous management challenges, suggesting the need for comprehensive screening, coordination of care, and specialized treatment programming.

Dependent PDs is frequent in individuals who have a generalized and excessive desire to be taken care of (submissive or clinging...).
behaviour) and a great fear of separation. These features are subject to strong cultural and social influences [9], and therefore environmental factors could underlie their increasing presence.

The main feature of anxious-avoidant PD is a general pattern of social inhibition, feelings of inadequacy and hypersensitivity to negative evaluation. This PD subtype has also been associated with the diagnosis of social phobia, which has also acquired greater prominence in recent years [10]. Narcissistic PD is relatively uncommon, although its presence is increasing. The overlap in diagnostic criteria with other Category B disorders [11] could explain this trend. With respect to the second group of PDs, our analysis indicates that diagnoses of antisocial, schizoid, obsessive-compulsive and non-specific PDs presented a stable long-term trend over the study period.

The two major classification systems, DSM and ICD, apply different criteria in defining antisocial PD [12]. Nevertheless, this diagnosis presents a stable long-term trend.

Schizoid disorder is closely associated with generalized developmental disorders and some authors have even located it within the area of autism. The chronicity and long-term stability of these disorders may correspond to the time series observed in this study [13]. With respect to obsessive-compulsive PDs, DSM-5 and ICD-10 broadly define the same disorder, but in the latter case it is termed anankastic PD. Similarly to antisocial PD, the time series reflects a linear trend and a pattern that, despite inter-annual variations, is relatively stable.

The category of non-specific PD is the final diagnostic category, which is used when a PD is believed to be present but there is insufficient information to allow a more specific diagnosis to be made. However, this diagnosis is associated with a worse prognosis than the categories in which the subtype is specified [14]. In the evolution of diagnoses, paradoxically but in agreement with previous findings, this diagnostic category remains stable over time.

The third group of diagnostic categories are those which have experienced negative growth, namely histrionic, paranoid and schizotypal PDs. Thus, the presence of histrionic PDs decreased during the time series examined; furthermore, the psychometric construction of this diagnosis has recently been questioned [15]. These results corroborate our prior hypothesis that the category of histrionic PD is tending to be combined with that of borderline PD [16].

In recent years, relatively little interest has been shown in the study of paranoid PD, which could be related to the decreasing presence of this diagnosis. ICD-10 does not consider schizotypal PD to be a true PD, and includes it in the category termed schizophrenia and schizotypal and delusional disorders. In our study, the number of patients diagnosed with schizotypal PD tended to decrease, with a possible transfer to other categories of chronic psychosis.

In the study design applied, some patients were diagnosed with PD without taking into account other or overlapping diagnostic categories. However, this approach allowed us to examine each subtype separately and to measure the trend for each diagnostic category. This results suggest the importance of stability in the diagnostic criteria for PD [17]. Changes in future classifications will affect to these trends. This is the first study in mental health epidemiology developed by a Heath Care System with a large sample followed during 10 years. Due to universal coverage of Andalusian Health System, results are comparable to general population.

This study reflects the real use in a clinical setting of each PD diagnosis. The analysis of trends in diagnosis could be used to design future diagnostic classifications. Moreover, we highlight the difference between the inclusion of certain categories in theoretical classifications and their utility in real clinical practice.
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